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One remarkable, lesser-known outcome of the annual Design Indaba Festival is the
interpersonal relationships that burgeon during this time.Having great minds in close proximity
lends itself to conversations, the tenure and scope of which often proffer the best learnings of
the event for those lucky enough to be privy to these electric exchanges.The purpose of this
ebook is to share these fly-on-the-wall insights with a wider audience. We’ve paired some of the
world’s leading creative minds and left the conversation to its own devices. Here we present
these unfiltered exchanges, whether they took place over Skype or face-to-face. As a whole, the
conversations are a litmus test of the state of design. Recurring themes such as the effect of
digitisation and sustainability on design are a sign of contemporary times.In conversation with
personal friends, respected colleagues or fellow creatives, these design luminaries drop their
guard to speak frankly and passionately about everything from the weather, travel and family to
industrialisation and business.Questions of working methods, studio size and the ideal client
emphasise the often unspoken-about, unglamorous side of design. The ongoing issue of the
difference between design and art reveals that existential questioning follows designers right to
the heights of their careers. Questions about what the future holds resonate amongst their
concerns. Insecurities, unrealised dreams and personal frustrations – accented with candid
humour and shared memories – remind us that our design heroes are human and very real!In
this collection we have gathered a selection of conversations, traditional interviews and Q&A’s
between designers, originally commissioned for Design Indaba magazine (2001–2011) or its
younger online counterpart, designindaba.com. Expect raw and honest opinions from deities of
communication design such as the late Massimo Vignelli, Milton Glaser, Stefan Sagmeister,
Peter Saville, Paula Scher and Michael Bierut. Learn about the changing nature of product
design from bigwigs like Yves Béhar, Karim Rashid and Hella Jongerius. Uncover the esoteric in
explorations on eating design, and the everyday in discussions on workplace design. The series
“Inside Out”, which speaks to South African designers living abroad, comes from Where It’s At, a
2012 publication by Design Indaba, guest edited and designed by South African designer and
artist Richard Hart, who now also lives and works in New York.Each of the 22 dialogues in this
ebook is brought to life by the spark of brilliance that underlies the genius behind the designer’s
unique approach to his or her work. While not all specifically about these designers’ creative
produce, every story is accompanied by a selection of work that captures the essence of the
creative force behind it. Together their words and images tell an extraordinary tale that captures
a unique slice of the last decade of design.We hope you enjoy the experience of “listening” in on
these Design Dialogues.
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learnings of the event for those lucky enough to be privy to these electric exchanges.The
purpose of this ebook is to share these fly-on-the-wall insights with a wider audience. We’ve
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weather, travel and family to industrialisation and business.Questions of working methods,
studio size and the ideal client emphasise the often unspoken-about, unglamorous side of
design. The ongoing issue of the difference between design and art reveals that existential
questioning follows designers right to the heights of their careers. Questions about what the
future holds resonate amongst their concerns. Insecurities, unrealised dreams and personal
frustrations – accented with candid humour and shared memories – remind us that our design
heroes are human and very real!In this collection we have gathered a selection of conversations,
traditional interviews and Q&As between designers, originally commissioned for Design Indaba
magazine (2001–2011) or its younger online counterpart, . Expect raw and honest opinions from
deities of communication design such as the late Massimo Vignelli, Stefan Sagmeister, Peter
Saville, Paula Scher and Michael Bierut. Learn about the changing nature of product design from
bigwigs like Yves Béhar, Karim Rashid and Hella Jongerius. Uncover the esoteric in explorations
on eating design, and the everyday in discussions on workplace design. The series “Inside Out”,
which speaks to South African designers living abroad, comes from Where It’s At, a 2012
publication by Design Indaba, guest edited and designed by South African designer and artist
Richard Hart, who now also lives and works in New York.Each of the 22 dialogues in this ebook
is brought to life by the spark of brilliance that underlies the genius behind the designer’s unique
approach to his or her work. While not all specifically about these designers’ creative produce,
every story is accompanied by a selection of work that captures the essence of the creative
force behind it. Together their words and images tell an extraordinary tale that captures a unique
slice of the last decade of design.We hope you enjoy the experience of “listening” in on these
design dialogues.To continue tracking the conversation, follow us on Twitter or visit our online
publication One on one: Saville raw – an intimate chat with the Factory Records art director1
February 2004Sean O’Toole poses a few questions to and these are his pure, raw unedited
answers. Joy Division – Substance (1988). Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter
Saville, photography Trevor Key, typography Brett Wickens. Joy Division – Atmosphere (1988).
Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter Saville, photography Trevor Key,
typography Brett Wickens.He’s the one that dunnit. Peter Saville. He’s the one that influenced a
generation. Including me.Way back in the new optimism of the 1990s I opened a small clothing
store selling skate clothing, brands that captured the mood of the time: FUCT, Label Whore,
Blunt, Split. As a business prospect, my little revolutionary broadside wasn’t a very bright idea;
Pretoria isn’t all that interested in rebel consumption. I recall one day having a perplexed debate
with my business partner: “I want all our posters and flyers to be catalogued – just like Factory
Records.” My colleague just stared blankly back at me. I, however, remained intractable on the
point; I wanted to emulate the design cool of Factory Records. I wanted to be just like the
mythology.In an age that eulogises rather predictable gods, DJs, actresses and the like, Peter
Saville stands out as something of an anomaly: the graphic designer as rock star. I can only think
of Neville Brody as another instance of this rare phenomenon. Neither Vaughan Oliver (of 23
Envelope/4AD Records) nor Malcolm Garrett ever really generated anything near the same



volume of hagiographic writing that informs the myth of Peter Saville. And what a legend it is.But
let me reign in the hyperbole for a moment. In an interview with Sleazenation, New Order’s Peter
Hook offered his own revealingly personal, if rather frank insight into Saville. “[He’s] an artist and
a piss artist who never turns up on time and makes you months late … We’d have the record
ready to go and it would be delayed ’cos of the sleeve. And where was he? He was fuckin’
walking around Paris with some model looking at perfume bottle shapes, the twat.”What amazes
me most about this outburst is the extent to which it feeds the beast, the legend of Peter Saville.
And there are many versions of this story: Peter Saville the elegant wastrel, Peter Saville the
directionless savant – who scuppered a sure thing with Pentagram.There is a wonderful moment
in Michael Winterbottom’s 24-Hour Party People, a film that incidentally features a bit part
dedicated to Saville. Tony Wilson is in the toilet of the Russel Club. It is a moment of apocryphal
storytelling, and Steve Coogan, playing Factory impresario Tony Wilson, pipes in on the voice
over. If it comes to choosing between the truth and the myth, he says, he would always choose
the myth. It is a telling revelation, one that probably describes how many of us would like to
perceive Peter Saville, like some rare, colourful insect pinned under glass. Stuck.The truth about
Peter Saville is a lot more commonplace, and in a way twice as compelling because of that fact.
As he reveals in his interview, he is simply a businessman, or more pointedly, an interpreter,
someone with the capability to distil contemporary culture into a meaningful visual format.
Sometimes, of course, his job has been noted to offer some darkly comical interludes. His
sleeve design for New Order’s Blue Monday 12-inch single, widely regarded as a classic, lost
Factory Records somewhere between 10p and 50p (depending on who you listen to) on every
single sold. It also happened to be the biggest selling 12-inch of all time.But everyone knows
about Factory Records, and indeed much of his design for the music industry. In a series of late-
night conversations, I choose to engage Peter Saville on life after “greatness”, life after Factory
Records. As an interview subject he was eminently loquacious, and had a tendency to
thoughtfully mull over his choice of words. Sadly there was also something of a well-practiced
narrative to the conversation. This is not unusual. When suffering the public gaze, many famous
figures tend to hide themselves behind broad strokes, painting only suggestive outlines of a
life.That said, Peter Saville did have a lot to say, his engaging manner yielding many genuine
and surprising insights into the man. That they sit obscured in the sheer volume of his reflections
merely confirms an age-old adage: the devil (a creature of myth) resides in the detail.You’ve just
completed work on the new book (Designed by Peter Saville), as well as being involved in
putting together a retrospective exhibition that features much of your design work to date. This
must have occasioned its own fair share of contemplation, right?
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heroes are human and very real!In this collection we have gathered a selection of conversations,
traditional interviews and Q&As between designers, originally commissioned for Design Indaba
magazine (2001–2011) or its younger online counterpart, . Expect raw and honest opinions from
deities of communication design such as the late Massimo Vignelli, Stefan Sagmeister, Peter
Saville, Paula Scher and Michael Bierut. Learn about the changing nature of product design from
bigwigs like Yves Béhar, Karim Rashid and Hella Jongerius. Uncover the esoteric in explorations
on eating design, and the everyday in discussions on workplace design. The series “Inside Out”,
which speaks to South African designers living abroad, comes from Where It’s At, a 2012
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every story is accompanied by a selection of work that captures the essence of the creative
force behind it. Together their words and images tell an extraordinary tale that captures a unique
slice of the last decade of design.We hope you enjoy the experience of “listening” in on these
design dialogues.To continue tracking the conversation, follow us on Twitter or visit our online
publication One on one: Saville raw – an intimate chat with the Factory Records art director1
February 2004Sean O’Toole poses a few questions to and these are his pure, raw unedited
answers. Joy Division – Substance (1988). Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter
Saville, photography Trevor Key, typography Brett Wickens. Joy Division – Atmosphere (1988).
Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter Saville, photography Trevor Key,
typography Brett Wickens.He’s the one that dunnit. Peter Saville. He’s the one that influenced a
generation. Including me.
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approach to his or her work. While not all specifically about these designers’ creative produce,
every story is accompanied by a selection of work that captures the essence of the creative
force behind it. Together their words and images tell an extraordinary tale that captures a unique
slice of the last decade of design.We hope you enjoy the experience of “listening” in on these
design dialogues.To continue tracking the conversation, follow us on Twitter or visit our online
publication One on one: Saville raw – an intimate chat with the Factory Records art director1
February 2004Sean O’Toole poses a few questions to and these are his pure, raw unedited
answers. Joy Division – Substance (1988). Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter
Saville, photography Trevor Key, typography Brett Wickens. Joy Division – Atmosphere (1988).
Promo poster by Factory Records. Art Direction Peter Saville, photography Trevor Key,
typography Brett Wickens.He’s the one that dunnit. Peter Saville. He’s the one that influenced a
generation. Including me.Way back in the new optimism of the 1990s I opened a small clothing
store selling skate clothing, brands that captured the mood of the time: FUCT, Label Whore,
Blunt, Split. As a business prospect, my little revolutionary broadside wasn’t a very bright idea;
Pretoria isn’t all that interested in rebel consumption. I recall one day having a perplexed debate
with my business partner: “I want all our posters and flyers to be catalogued – just like Factory
Records.” My colleague just stared blankly back at me. I, however, remained intractable on the
point; I wanted to emulate the design cool of Factory Records. I wanted to be just like the
mythology.In an age that eulogises rather predictable gods, DJs, actresses and the like, Peter
Saville stands out as something of an anomaly: the graphic designer as rock star. I can only think
of Neville Brody as another instance of this rare phenomenon. Neither Vaughan Oliver (of 23
Envelope/4AD Records) nor Malcolm Garrett ever really generated anything near the same
volume of hagiographic writing that informs the myth of Peter Saville. And what a legend it is.But
let me reign in the hyperbole for a moment. In an interview with Sleazenation, New Order’s Peter
Hook offered his own revealingly personal, if rather frank insight into Saville. “[He’s] an artist and
a piss artist who never turns up on time and makes you months late … We’d have the record
ready to go and it would be delayed ’cos of the sleeve. And where was he? He was fuckin’
walking around Paris with some model looking at perfume bottle shapes, the twat.”What amazes
me most about this outburst is the extent to which it feeds the beast, the legend of Peter Saville.
And there are many versions of this story: Peter Saville the elegant wastrel, Peter Saville the
directionless savant – who scuppered a sure thing with Pentagram.There is a wonderful moment
in Michael Winterbottom’s 24-Hour Party People, a film that incidentally features a bit part
dedicated to Saville. Tony Wilson is in the toilet of the Russel Club. It is a moment of apocryphal
storytelling, and Steve Coogan, playing Factory impresario Tony Wilson, pipes in on the voice
over. If it comes to choosing between the truth and the myth, he says, he would always choose
the myth. It is a telling revelation, one that probably describes how many of us would like to
perceive Peter Saville, like some rare, colourful insect pinned under glass. Stuck.The truth about
Peter Saville is a lot more commonplace, and in a way twice as compelling because of that fact.
As he reveals in his interview, he is simply a businessman, or more pointedly, an interpreter,



someone with the capability to distil contemporary culture into a meaningful visual format.
Sometimes, of course, his job has been noted to offer some darkly comical interludes. His
sleeve design for New Order’s Blue Monday 12-inch single, widely regarded as a classic, lost
Factory Records somewhere between 10p and 50p (depending on who you listen to) on every
single sold. It also happened to be the biggest selling 12-inch of all time.But everyone knows
about Factory Records, and indeed much of his design for the music industry. In a series of late-
night conversations, I choose to engage Peter Saville on life after “greatness”, life after Factory
Records. As an interview subject he was eminently loquacious, and had a tendency to
thoughtfully mull over his choice of words. Sadly there was also something of a well-practiced
narrative to the conversation. This is not unusual. When suffering the public gaze, many famous
figures tend to hide themselves behind broad strokes, painting only suggestive outlines of a
life.That said, Peter Saville did have a lot to say, his engaging manner yielding many genuine
and surprising insights into the man. That they sit obscured in the sheer volume of his reflections
merely confirms an age-old adage: the devil (a creature of myth) resides in the detail.You’ve just
completed work on the new book (Designed by Peter Saville), as well as being involved in
putting together a retrospective exhibition that features much of your design work to date. This
must have occasioned its own fair share of contemplation, right?From a work point of view I’ve
been in a very contemplative frame of mind for the past few years. I gave myself the 1990s to
find the conclusive part of my career. I did something in the 1980s that took me somewhere,
created a profile for me, created a body of work that I was pleased with. At the end of the 1980s
my first incarnation as a studio, Peter Saville Associates, was insolvent. My method of working
was anything but guided by profitability, which I managed to get away with for a while, but as I
employed more people and the recession kicked in, I couldn’t get away with it any longer. Peter
Saville Associates came to a conclusion in late 1990, when I joined Pentagram. I was happy with
what we had done, proud in fact.What was it like joining Pentagram?Pentagram was an
introduction to the grown-up world of having a design studio. It was a company with an integrity,
but it was also a different generation to me, philosophically a different generation. Colin Forbes
had imbued Pentagram with a very disciplined operational structure. Pentagram had a spirit of
designers cooperative, but it was run in a very disciplined way. By the time I joined in 1990, 18
years after the founding of Pentagram, the senior partners, I think, were more engaged in the
business of being Pentagram than with innovation.There is an innovation sensibility to graphics
that is quite hobbyist actually, and you tend to grow out of it. Many senior designers evolve into
business people, be it running their own businesses, or in their interaction with business and
clients. That’s where you end up. And that was the culture of the Pentagram I joined in 1990, with
the one exception being Alan Fletcher. Alan was still more interested in getting his brushes out
than he was in courting the Financial Times. It was a fantastic experience, almost like a
postgraduate course for me.New Order – FAC 93, Confusion (1983). Record cover by Factory
Records. Design by Peter Saville and Phill Pennington, typography Brett Wickens.New Order –
Blue Monday (1983). Album cover by Peter Saville Associates.Pulp – This is Hardcore (1998).



Album cover by Peter Saville and John Currin.Would you say your career has been one of
resisting growing up and maturing into the roles you outlined?No, not wilfully. A quick look at my
history can suggest that, and I get that from a lot of journalists who do a quick look in, as if I am
just some 15-year-old teenager who doesn’t want to listen. It’s a little bit more complex than that.
I was very happy for a year or so at Pentagram to simply learn. When I started out I set up on my
own; I had never worked for anybody. I’d had to gather the wisdom of experience myself. I didn’t
learn it from anybody.At Pentagram I found myself in the midst of a diverse and cumulative
knowledge base. I had seven successful design partners, some of them working in the latter
stages of their careers, and another ten partners at various places around the world. I
appreciated it, and I have continued to appreciate it. I must say that all through the 1990s, when I
found myself on my own again, almost in every working situation that came up, something that I
learnt at Pentagram was there as a resource to call upon. It was fantastic.What went wrong then?
The problem at Pentagram was that they didn’t actually understand me. I particularly had a
problem at Pentagram with the older generation. The younger partners were simply filled with
petty envy, which I didn’t care for. I experienced the same problem after leaving Pentagram, for
the next ten years in fact, certain clients and marketing directors of corporations not
understanding me. They don’t understand anything about me and they don’t attempt to learn. I
appreciate that in them not understanding me I have to take some responsibility to find the
language to make myself understood. But I’ll only take half the responsibility. The other half of
the responsibility lies with the partner or client to try to understand the person they are working
with.In the years after Pentagram I got particularly frustrated with myself, by my inability to find
the language to bridge my instinctive sense of vision about things with business. That frustrated
me. In recent years I have come to appreciate advertising agencies. They have managed to find
the language, to translate what you see and feel, and to translate that into terms that somebody
else can appreciate and understand.But the senior partners at Pentagram didn’t understand
where I was coming from. They didn’t like the work I was doing. They told me it wasn’t design.
They didn’t see the point in it, nor could they see any value in me nurturing fashion clients or
luxury brands. Even Alan Fletcher told me while I was at Pentagram that the design for New
Order’s Republic album was not graphic design. The problem was compounded, at the time, by
the fact that I didn’t find a way to help them to get it. I didn’t do myself any favours. Either going in
late, and not wanting to be a part of the team and so forth.And it seems Pentagram now values
the work I did there, which in retrospect I find upsetting and ironic. David Hillman, in particular,
takes a distinctly hypocritical position towards me. I was put forward to be a Royal Designer for
Industry this year, and David had it stopped. He lodged a personal objection, which didn’t
surprise me. What did surprise me was when I then heard that Pentagram now includes my work
in presentations. The value of those fashion projects with Nick Knight for Jil Sander and Yohji
Yamamoto, and Nick’s own book were questioned when I was there. The work was resented
because it wasn’t profitable. They doubted the value of it then, but it would seem they don’t now.I
suppose some of this is reflected in the fact that you are variously credited as being a designer,



art director and creative director. Which title, if any, are you most comfortable with?If you want to
get a bit of insight into what I do, there is one piece of press worth reading. Andrew O’Hagan
wrote a piece for the London Review of Books, titled “At the Design Museum” (). I have never met
him, nor spoken to him, yet after reading his piece I was astonished. As I read it, I thought, finally
someone actually fucking gets it. He quotes me on my influences, on film noir meeting yellow
Daytona (a reference to The Long Goodbye). O’Hagan actually understands what I do. The guys
at Pentagram didn’t get it, only latterly, resentfully. Most of the companies I worked for, that I
failed to strike a successful relationship with, were the same. For the most part all of them have
subsequently gone the way I had suggested. When I advised them they weren’t ready to hear it,
and for the most part they only found out later.Following your departure from Pentagram you
went to Los Angeles. What was that like?While I was at Pentagram in 1991 I went to Los Angeles
for a six-week period, to work on an identity for a television station. I have to say it was the most
forceful impact on my visual sensibility in some years. Being there for six weeks, driving along
Sunset, taking a call next to the pool on a cordless phone whilst having breakfast, it is a very
different experience to Northern Europe. It is very different to being in London. It had quite an
effect, the fabulousness of it, and also the truly awfulness of it. There is something I find
fascinating about it, and that I quite like.After I was asked to leave Pentagram, I went to Los
Angeles. After six months I knew in my heart that I couldn’t project a future in that place. I
remember distinctly driving one Saturday afternoon, through Beverly Hills to Rodeo Drive, to go
shopping – again. I remember thinking, I really don’t care. I was driving past these big houses
asking myself, “Is that what you want one day?” I said no. Once I knew there was nothing there
that I wanted, I knew I had to get back – very quickly.Did your time in Los Angeles help you find
the language to bridge the translation barrier, or did it remain a problem into the latter half of the
1990s?For the most part I learnt the hard way, moving from one nearly successful corporate
liaison to another. For example, I fell out with the president of Mandarina Duck, the Italian
luggage company, by insisting that the communications programme for the company would have
to penetrate the fashion media. I redid the identity in a way that would be acceptable to him, and
suggested myself as a positioning consultant for the company. But the president of the company
and I just agreed to disagree.In 1996, he absolutely swore to me that it would be over his dead
body that the company be positioned in the fashion media. We had these ongoing debates for a
month or so. It was really an Italian generational thing. Fashion to him was la moda, and that if he
associated his product with la moda, then it would be out of fashion the next month and that
would be the end of Mandarina Duck. I tried to get him to understand that wasn’t the case, that
the fashion media is the canvas of lifestyle; that was where the product had defined itself, within
the context of lifestyle. It wasn’t really about fashion but a way of life, which is completely what
Mandarina Duck is about.The sensible, suit version of myself would have just gritted his teeth
and persevered. Okay, we can’t quite get what we want but we’ll compromise. We’ll hold on to
the client because it’s foolish and rash to say bye-bye, we’ll compromise and do what the client
wants and maybe they’ll get it eventually. That’s where I disagree. From a business point of view I



am my own worst enemy, because I am not motivated by holding onto somebody’s bank
account. I am motivated by doing something good, part and parcel of which is doing the right
thing. I’ll be honest and say that there is a high degree of ego in there.You mean in satisfying
yourself?Yeah. I am motivated by pride. I want to do the right thing, I want to do something great
and I want to be associated with doing something great. For me doing something great is doing
the right thing – in all ways of understanding the right thing. Timely right, prestigiously right,
conceptually right, intellectually right and culturally right. More often than not I can see the right
thing. These days, at 48 years of age, if an 18-year-old band is brought to me by some record
company, I do not know what the right thing is. I have no idea.
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Paul Cardwell, “Five Stars. First class. Unpretentious, down-to-earth clarity. World class
speakers, real leaders in their fields.”
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